
the theory that it should be treated as a part of the grdinary
expense of operation. So much of an employee's incapacity
as is the direct result of unskilful medical treatment does
not arise "out of and in the course of his employment" within
the meaning of that phrase as used in the statute. For that
part of his injury his remedy is against the persons answer-
able therefor under tbe general law of negligence, whether or
not his employer be of tbe number. In other words, in an
action under the workmen's compensation act of Kansas, a
recovery can be had only on the basis of disability to labor
resulting from the injury received in the course of employ-
ment, without the intervention of an independent cause, the
separate consequences of which admit of definite ascertain-
ment. It cannot be augmented by the fact that the disabling
effects of the injury are increased or prolonged by incompe-
tent or negligent surgical treatment, even where the employer
it responsible therefor.

COMING MEETINGS
Am. Assn. of Pathologists and Bacteriologists, New York, April 6-7.
California State Medical Society, San Diego, April 17-19.
Louisiana State Medical Society, Alexandria, April 17-19.
Missouri Valley Medical Society, Kcokuk, la., March 22-23.
North Carolina State Medical Society, Asheville, April 17.
Tennessee State Medical Association, Nashville, April 3-5.

ANNUAL CONGRESS ON MEDICAL EDU-
CATION, PUBLIC HEALTH AND

MEDICAL LICENSURE
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE

COUNCIL ON MEDICAL EDUCATION OF
THE AMERICAN MEDICAL

ASSOCIATION
Held in Chicago, Fed. 5, 1917
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Practical Examinations by State Licensing Boards
Dr. Walter P. Bowers, Boston: Besides ascertaining the

moral character and the training of the applicant, it is the
task of a state medical board to determine his fitness for
liccnsure. This is done either by the board's own procedures
or on credentials from some other examining board. No
high grade medical school today depends wholly on written
work and educators have become convinced that examina-
tions also must be conducted partly along practical lines.
Experience shows also that the requirement of the practical
work has led some medical schools to do more efficient teach-
ing. State boards must not fall behind the trend of modern
medicine. Educators will never criticize fair, practical exer-
cises conducted by well qualified examiners.

A circular letter, sent to all licensing boards of the United
States, brought forty-six replies setting forth the following
facts :

Fifteen boards have to a certain extent adopted practical
tests in their examinations. Two (Maryland and Indiana)
report that practical work has been tried and given up
because of the time and expense required and because its
scope was limited. It was stated that when a man was asked
to map out tbe heart, to show the location of internal organs,
or demonstrate an operation for empyema, he would usually
look up at the ceiling and recite from memory; but on being
told to demonstrate, not recite, be would fall down completely.

One examination subject before the Massachusetts board
demonstrated that the average applicant obtained only about
5 per cent, better ratings in written than in practical work.
At one of the early examinations, however, three patients
having strictly normal heart action were used in the practical
test in clinical diagnosis, ln their examination of these
patients by applicants almost every disease in the category
was mentioned and scarcely any applicant declared the find-

. -gilings normal. Results at more recent examinations have
much improved.

Minnesota's Practical Examinations .

Dr. Annah Hurii, Member of the Minnesota State Boa
of Medical Examiners, Minneapolis : Practical examinât!
were introduced in Minnesota about eight years ago. *.
effect was so satisfactory that they have been gradua
elaborated and improved so far as means and opportun

 would permit. In clinical diagnosis, the applicant is ß|v  

one hospital patient with a large number of physical find'"8
and is allowed about one and a half hours to examine
patient. Laboratory tests must be made also if the natu
of the disease requires them ; and a written record of )
case is required. An oral examination is then given cover''
\he case in hand and similar conditions, the applicant ue"
questioned on the differential diagnosis. Two such ca?
would be a fair test for each applicant. This method obt»1
a better insight into tbe process of reasoning by which •

applicant"arrives at his final conclusions. It allows ot
far better estimation of his knowledge and skill than reaiü
of written words.

Tbe board desires to make a closer personal supervlS'
during the examinations in bedside diagnosis. With our Pre
ent lack of attendants, it is necessary to pass from °

candidate to another, leaving the applicant alone a part of "

time.
Next in importance is the clinical laboratory examinât'0 '

It now consists of a very simple urinalysis, namely, not"1''
color, reaction, specific gravity; applying two tests for all'1
min, beat and nitric acid; two tests for sugar, and a mif0.
scopic examination of sediment for casts, pus, blood a"
crystals. To this should be added .tests for indican, an
estimation of total solids, urea, albumin and sugar.

Examinations should be made as nearly similar as poss'b
to the real tests of actual practice, so we may know when w,
grant a license to practice medicine that the applicant is ab
to use practical methods of diagnosis for the benefit of "'

patients.
DISCUSSION

Dr. W. J. Means, Columbus, Ohio: The problem.0*
determining the fitness of persons to practice tbe heal'"»
art is perplexing because of several disconcerting fact°r
confronting the licensing boards. Among these are: (1) 'j'attitude of practitioners of the various cults who seek tf
right to use their methods without meeting the education3
requirements of scientific medicine; (2) inadequate facibt,e
for conducting laboratory and clinical tests for large nu"1'
hers of applicants, and (3) the lack of sympathy on tbe Par
of the public toward restrictive measures against person
whom they may want to employ. ,

A number of the licensing boards have inaugurated limit0
practical examinations, but in no instance are they given dU
weight as determining factors as compared with the writtc
tests. Tbe Ohio board inaugurated practical tests sever*
years ago and has gradually increased their severity, but
am informed that the proportionate value to the written te5
is only about 25 per cent.

The examination of tbe National Board of Medical Exa'11'
incrs as reported recently made laboratory and clinical tes"
of equal importance with tbe written examination—a move "
the right direction. It might be radical to advocate that
higher value—66% per cent.—be given to tbe practical tests-
Tests should be made on the following basis :

1. Examinations should be comprehensive so as to furnish *

satisfactory estimate of the applicant's knowledge of medic"ie
and of his training in the methods of clinical diagnosis. 2. N
license to practice the healing art by any method should «*

granted until the applicant has demonstrated by written, ora'»
laboratory and clinical tests his knowledge and training "

anatomy, physiologic chemistry, physiology, pathology, bac'
tcriology, physical diagnosis, surgery, medicine, obstetrics a"
hygiene. Granting the force of the contention that drugleS
practitioners should not be examined in the clinical branche»
along lines they do not practice, they can make no l°g'c^.objection to an examination of equal severity in scient'"
subjects, physical diagnosis, clinical pathology and hyg'ellC'
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